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Solar and stellar physics

About Conference

Solar terrestrial physics

The 8th Conference on Astrophysics and

Solar terrestrial relations

Space Science (APSS 2021) will be held in

Interstellar terrestrial relations

Sanya, China during December 4-6, 2021.

Theoretical astrophysics

APSS is an annual regular conference since

High-energy astrophysics

2015 and has been successfully held in

Particle astrophysics

Shanghai, China and Bangkok, Thailand. It
covers issues on Celestial mechanics, Life
sciences as related to space, Solar and
stellar physics, Theoretical astrophysics,
High-energy

astrophysics,

Publication and Presentation

Particle

Publication: All the accepted papers will be

astrophysics, etc. APSS 2021 will be a

published by a peer-reviewed open access

valuable and important platform for inspiring

journal

Int’l and interdisciplinary exchange at the

dissemination of your published work, for

forefront of Astrophysics and Space Science.

more

that

can

ensure
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the
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widest

contact

us

(workshop12@163.com).
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Conference Topics
Celestial mechanics

Hotel & Venue

Cosmic rays and gamma astronomy

International Asia-Pacific Convention Center

Cosmology

Sanya

Earth-moon system

(三亚亚太国际会议中心暨三亚海航度假酒

Earth's surface

店)

Extragalactic astronomy

International Asia-Pacific Convention Center

Extrasolar planets

Sanya is a five star standard luxury hotel,

Heliospheric physics

which locates beside the seashore, and is the

Interstellar matter

ideal place for vacation and conference.

Planets ionospheres & magnetospheres

The hotel has 254 luxury and comfortable

Life sciences as related to space

rooms, and 16 conference rooms in different

Magnetospheric physics

sizes.

Miscellaneous

accommodate people from 20-1000 and

Planets, comets, asteroids & dust

totally square 5400m2.

Scientific instrumentation

Housing,

The

conference

dining,

rooms

recreation

can

facilities…

everything needed is ready, Even National
initiative seawater swimming poor, sea
recreational centre and so on, which make
you a pleasant vacation.
High-speed net connectors are equipped in
the houses and service of renting laptops is
provided, all these give you a convenient
office atmosphere while you are on vacation.
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